We evaluated the progression of interstitial lung disease (ILD) by three-dimensional curved highresolution computed tomography (3D-cHRCT) at a constant depth from the chest wall and compare the results to pulmonary function test (PFT) results on a follow-up assessment. We reviewed the patients with ILD who underwent HRCT and concurrent PFTs at least twice from April 2008 to December 2014. Fortyfive patients with ILD were enrolled. 3D-cHRCT images of the lung at various depths from the chest wall were reconstructed, and total area (TA), high-attenuation area (HAA) >-500 HU, and %HAA ([HAA/TA] × 100) were calculated. The TA, HAA, and %HAA ratios (follow-up to baseline) were assessed for use in the diagnosis of physiologically progressive ILD (defined as; forced vital capacity [FVC] ratio <0.9 or %diffusing capacity of the lung for carbon monoxide [%DLCO] ratio <0.85 [follow-up to baseline]). Of all ratios obtained from 3D-cHRCT images at 5-30mm depths, the %HAA ratio at 20-mm had the largest area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (0.815, 95 % confidence interval 0.677-0.953). By univariate logistic regression analysis, TA, HAA, and %HAA ratios at 20-mm showed significant correlations with physiologically progressive ILD. 3D-cHRCT imaging performed in parallel with the chest wall offers novel quantitative parameters that are useful for following ILD.
INTRODUCTION
Interstitial lung diseases (ILDs) are conditions in which inflammation and fibrosis diffusely affect the pulmonary interstitium and parenchyma, and include a variety of subsets, such as idiopathic interstitial pneumonia (IIP), collagen vascular disease related ILD and chronic hypersensitivity pneumonitis. 1, 2 Although ILDs can show chronic or subacute progression, they sometimes show acute exacerbation leading to respiratory failure, which is associated with significant mortality. 3, 4 Thus, patients with ILD should be monitored for progression. Pulmonary function tests (PFTs) performed by a spirometer are often used for the diagnosis of ILD and for monitoring the disease. 1 Decreased total lung capacity (TLC) and vital capacity (VC) represent restrictive impairment. Diffusing capacity of the lung for carbon monoxide (DLCO) also decreases in association with the progression of ILD. Decreased values of these parameters indicate poor prognosis in patients with ILD. 5 High-resolution computed tomography (HRCT) of the chest with a slice thickness ≤ 2 mm is a common method for the early diagnosis and follow-up of ILDs. 6 Moreover, HRCT has also been useful for repeated, noninvasive evaluations of patients with comorbid diseases, including emphysema, lung infections, and lung carcinoma. 7 The extent of fibrosis visually assessed on HRCT imaging of patients with idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) is correlated with mortality rate, and HRCT is also useful for predicting the clinical outcomes of patients with IPF. 8 To date, the use by radiologists of visual assessment of fibrosis is popular, but even experienced radiologists are subject to intra-and interobserver error. 9 Therefore, plans for the quantitative computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) of IP have been introduced. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] High-speed multidetector row CT (MDCT) systems can scan the whole lung and provide sequential HRCT images, which provide increased accuracy for the evaluation of patients with emphysema and IP.
We developed a novel automated quantification system for ILD, based on the fact that most of ILD lesions extend into the peripheral lung located immediately below the chest wall, where large pulmonary vessels or bronchi, which are sometimes indistinguishable from lung abnormalities, are absent. 16 Our system uses serial HRCT images to automatically reconstruct a three-dimensional, curved multiplanar image of the lung at a constant depth from the chest wall. We call the method "3D curved HRCT (3D-cHRCT)". Since this novel CAD only evaluates an image depicting the zone of peripheral lung without other confusing structures, quantitative assessment of ILD is feasible.
The purpose of this study was to quantify the extent of an ILD using 3D-cHRCT at a constant depth from the chest wall, and compare the results to visual assessment and PFT results on follow-up evaluations of ILD.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patient selection
Our retrospective study was approved by our institutional review board, and informed consent was waived (approval No. 636-4).
We reviewed the HRCT images and the radiologists' reports, which were stored in a picture archiving and communication system (PACS), of patients with ILD opacities identified from January 2012 to December 2013. Of these 889 HRCT reports, we examined patients who had HRCT examinations and concurrent pulmonary function tests (PFTs), including diffusing capacity of the lung for carbon monoxide (DLCO) measurements at initial and follow-up evaluations (both HRCT studies were performed from January 2012 to December 2013). Of 76 patients with 110 paired study among two years, 16 paired studies with 14 patients for visually progressive ILD, and 87 paired studies for visually stable ILD were recognized. One patient with visually progressive ILD had 3 paired studies showing continuous progression, and we only took up the first paired study. To add more cases showing visual ILD progression on paired HRCT, we additionally investigated the patients who had HRCT scan from October 2012 to December 2012, and 7 paired studies were recruited with widened period of studies (April 2008 to December 2014). Totally 21 paired studies for visually progressive ILD were examined. Twenty-four paired studies for visually stable ILD were randomly recruited from the same patient lists. Their medical histories, including smoking history, past history of connective tissue disease, and the results of PFTs, were obtained from clinical records.
HRCT Image Acquisition and Visual Assessment
All HRCT scans were performed using 16-or 64-MDCT scanners (Aquilion 16 and Aquilion 64; Toshiba Medical, Tokyo, Japan) in the craniocaudal direction during inspiratory apnea without contrast enhancement. The following scan parameters were used: x-ray tube voltage, 120 kVp; automatic tube-current; gantry rotation speed, 0.5 sec; and beam collimation, 16 × 1.0 mm or 64 × 0.5 mm. Axial thin-section CT images of whole lung were reconstructed to 1.0-or 0.5-mm slices using a high-spatial frequency algorithm (FC52 or FC86). The paired CT scan had inconsistent slice thickness in 10 case. All reconstructed CT images were transferred to the PACS at our hospital.
The axial HRCT images of extracted cases were reviewed independently by 2 chest radiologists with 4 and 21 years of experience reading thoracic CT scans. Both radiologists thereafter solved all disagreements by consensus reading of the images; and the changes over the follow-up interval, usual interstitial pneumonia (UIP) patterns, and the existence of emphysema were finally evaluated.
Fibrosis was identified on CT images as reticular opacities with peripheral and basal predominance, honeycombing, architectural distortion, and/or traction bronchiectasis or bronchiolectasis. We evaluated visual ILD progression, focusing on the CT findings as follows: (1) volume loss of the lungs, (2) increased extent of lesions (reticulation and honeycombing), (3) progression of traction bronchiectasis and architectural distortion and (4) appearance of new lesion(s) such as consolidation. 17 We determined the ILD progression when any 2 of the 4 findings were found on follow-up CT.
The Emphysema was defined as well-demarcated areas of decreased attenuation as compared with contiguous normal lung, and that were marginated by a very thin (<1 mm) wall or no wall, and/or that showed multiple bullae (>1 cm), with upper zone predominance. The severity of emphysema was evaluated visually using the Goddard classification. A score of 1 represents destruction of 1%-25% of the lung by emphysema; a score of 2, destruction of 26%-50% of the lung; a score of 3, destruction of 51%-75% of the lung; and a score of 4, destruction of 76%-100% of the lung. 18 
Quantification of ILD by CAD
The axial HRCT imaging data of the study patients were transferred to a 3D-workstation that automatically used our original software to reconstruct each 3D-cHRCT image of the lung 5-, 10-, 20-, and 30-mm away from the chest wall. We could not reconstruct image of 3D-cHRCT at 0-mm depth precisely, because computer could not exactly recognize the edge of lung segmentation and sometimes include chest wall itself or slight atelectasis/pleural effusion. Figure 1 and 2 show the overall scheme of the 3D-cHRCT reconstruction procedure and examples of 3D-cHRCT images, respectively. ( Fig.1) (Fig.2 ) Base of the lung and mediastinal pleura were not included in order to minimize the effect of normal landmark of hilar lesion and the extent of lung expansion during inspiration. The total area (TA) and high-attenuation area (HAA) (higher than the threshold value [>-500 HU]) of the 3D-cHRCT image were calculated by the CAD program on the workstation. The threshold value of >-500 HU was decided by our previous study. 19 The percentage of high-attenuation area (%HAA) was defined as follows: %HAA = (HAA/TA) × 100 (%) Moreover, to evaluate changes occurring over the interval between initial and follow-up HRCT, we determined parameter ratios as follows:
TA ratio = TA follow-up / TA initial HAA ratio = HAA follow-up / HAA initial %HAA ratio = %HAA follow-up / %HAA initial Representative images of patients with stable and progressive ILD are shown with these CT values in Figure 3 . (Fig.3) 
Pulmonary Function Tests
PFTs were performed using a flow-sensing spirometer (FUDAC-77; Fukuda Denshi Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) within 1 month of CT image acquisition. The PFT results included total lung capacity (TLC), percent predicted (%)VC, forced vital capacity (FVC), forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1), residual volume (RV), percent predicted (%)DLCO. We determined pulmonary function parameter ratios as follows:
TLC ratio = TLC follow-up / TLC initial %VC ratio = %VC follow-up / %VC initial FVC ratio = FVC follow-up / FVC initial FEV1 ratio = FEV1 follow-up / FEV1 initial RV ratio = RV follow-up / RV initial %DLCO ratio = %DLCO follow-up / %DLCO initial Physiologically progressive ILD was defined as either FVC ratio <0.9 or %DLCO ratio <0.85. 20 
Statistical Analysis
First, the initial HRCT images of study patients were classified into definite/possible/ inconsistent-with UIP patterns. Then, visual evidence of ILD progression and emphysema were evaluated by comparing initial with follow-up HRCT images. Kappa statistics were performed Overall schematic diagram of 3D-cHRCT image at a constant depth from the chest wall, which also shows how it is used for assessment. TA, HAA (> -500 HU), and %HAA, which were obtained from 3D-cHRCT images, were computed on a workstation using a novel CAD program. 3D-cHRCT three-dimensional curved high-resolution computed tomography, HAA high attenuation area, TA total area, CAD computer-aided diagnosis 
RESULTS
The study included a total of 45 patients (32 men, 13 women; age range, 46-85 years; mean age, 66.7 years). The median duration until follow-up HRCT was 210 days, ranging from 31 to 1771 days. The HRCT findings were visually classified as follows: definite UIP pattern (n = 10), possible UIP pattern (n = 28), and inconsistent with UIP pattern (n = 7). The kappa values for the visual assessments by the 2 radiologists were as follows: 0.753 (good agreement) for ILD progression; 0.554 (moderate) for UIP pattern; and 0.776 (good) for emphysema. Intra-reader agreement for the visual assessment of ILD depicted on HRCT images were 0.911 (excellent agreement, both 2 readers).
Seventeen patients (38%) had comorbid emphysema. Of all cases with comorbid emphysema, there was no significant change of extent of emphysema during follow-up interval. Four patients (one patient with visually progressive ILD, and three patients with visually stable ILD) suffered from lung cancer during observation periods. In the patient with progressive ILD, the size of lung cancer was increased and ILD infiltrates were also progressed. In the other patients with stable ILD, lung tumors did not show apparent enlargement. Table 1 shows the values of the area under the ROC curve (AUC values) for each 3D-cHRCT parameter ratio in relation to the diagnosis of physiologically progressive ILD. (Table  1) The AUC of the %HAA ratio at the 20-mm distance was the highest of the all 3D-cHRCT parameters (0.815; 95 % confidence interval, 0.677-0.953). The estimated %HAA ratio cut-off value for determining progressive ILD was 1.17, with a sensitivity and specificity of 82% and 75%, respectively. Therefore, we used CT quantitative parameters obtained from 3D-cHRCT of 20-mm depth from chest wall for subsequent analyses. Figure 4 shows the mean TA, HAA, and %HAA ratios of the patients classified with stable ILD vs progressive ILD, based on visual evaluations of HRCT images. (Fig.4) Visual progression of ILD findings was seen on the follow-up axial HRCT images of 21 patients. The mean TA ratio of patients with progressive ILD was significantly lower than the mean ratio of patients with stable ILD, and the mean HAA and %HAA ratios (1.50 ± 0.56 vs 1.03 ± 0.20, P = .001) of patients with progressive ILD were significantly higher than the ratios of patients with stable ILD. Table 2 shows data for patients classified with physiologically stable ILD vs progressive ILD. (Table 2 ) Twenty-eight patients had physiologically stable ILD, and seventeen patients had physiologically progressive ILD. The HAA ratios (1.07 ± 0.27 vs 1.36 ± 0.49, P = .014) and %HAA ratios (1.09 ± 0.37 vs 1.51 ± 0.50, P = .002) at the 20-mm depth were significantly higher in patients with physiologically progressive ILD than in patients with stable ILD. The differences between the mean TA ratios of the patients with physiologically stable vs physiologically progressive ILD were also significant. The differences between the distributions of patient 3D-cHRCT, three-dimensional curved high-resolution computed tomography; AUC, Area under the receiver operating characteristic curve; CI, confidence interval; HAA, high attenuation area; ILD, interstitial lung disease; TA, total area *the distance of 3D-cHRCT images from the chest wall †Ratio of the follow-up to baseline 3D-cHRCT, three-dimensional curved high-resolution computed tomography; CI, confidence interval; HAA, high attenuation area; OR, odds ratio; PFT, pulmonary function test; TA, total area; UIP, usual interstitial pneumonia demographic characteristics, medical histories, according to stable and progressive disease were not significant. Table 3 shows the results of univariate logistic regression analysis of patient clinical factors and quantitative 3D-cHRCT data in relation to physiological progression. (Table 3) The %HAA ratios at 20-mm from the chest wall were significantly correlated with the diagnosis of physiologically progressive ILD, with OR of 13.6 (P = .015). The TA ratios and HAA ratios at 20-mm distances were also significant.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we investigated the utility of parameters calculated at a constant depth from the chest wall for monitoring the progression of ILD. The parameters were quantified from 3D-cHRCT images reconstructed from HRCT data by our novel software. We calculated values for 3 parameters (TA, HAA, and %HAA), and we used the ratio of follow-up to initial value in order to evaluate changes in these parameters. Our results demonstrated the following 3 points: 1) Based on the ROC analysis, the %HAA ratio at the 20-mm distance from the chest wall was somewhat better diagnostic indicator for physiologically progressive ILD among 3D-cHRCT parameters investigated in this study, although there were no significant differences. 2) Differences in the mean ratios of all parameters for visually stable vs visually progressive disease were significant; 3) univariate logistic regression analysis found that TA, HAA, and %HAA ratios for 20-mm distances from the chest wall were predictive factors for physiological progression. Therefore, we conclude that this CAD system is applicable to the follow up of patients with ILD.
Various assessments are used for the diagnosis and determination of the extent of diffuse ILD, including HRCT, serology (lactate dehydrogenase, Krebs von den Lungeng-6 [KL-6], pulmonary surfactant proteins A and D), PFTs, and the 6-minute walk test. 1, 3 However, international IPF guidelines emphasize the importance of HRCT for direct and repeated evaluations of fibrosis in the total lung. Moreover, a previous study showed that the extent of fibrosis seen on HRCT is strongly correlated with mortality rate. 8 Therefore, HRCT is widely considered to be essential for monitoring patients with ILDs.
Radiologists commonly perform the visual assessment of fibrosis, although even experienced radiologists are subject to intra-and interobserver error caused by misinterpretation of HRCT patterns. 9 In addition, reviewing and comparing serial CT findings for subtle changes, especially in patients with chronic, slowly progressive ILD, can be labor intensive. In this study, the inter-reader agreement for ILD progression was good, but not excellent. Each of radiologists had their own threshold or criteria to decide whether the subtle changes on HRCT images were significant or not. Breathing artifacts were misleading in some paired HRCT examinations. A quantitative CAD system that can easily and accurately assess changes in the imaging pulmonary manifestations of ILDs is desirable.
To date, several digital ILD quantitation systems have been developed. [10] [11] [12] [13] 21, 22 Many of them evaluate the entire lung field and quantify each pattern of abnormality (such as consolidation, honeycombing, ground-glass opacities). However, these methods sometimes cannot differentiate an HAA reflecting lung fibrosis from normal underlying anatomic landmarks such as large blood vessels and bronchi. Manual contouring is sometimes needed, especially for bilateral hilar lesions, where there are large bronchi and vessels. 23 By targeting the peripheral field only, our novel quantitation system eliminates the effects of large vessels present at bilateral hilar lesions and emphasizes the peripheral predominance of fibrosis. Taking into consideration the correlation between quantitative 3D-cHRCT parameters and visually assessed progression of ILD, our novel CAD system might be useful for assessing the extent of ILD abnormalities.
We defined physiological ILD progression as either FVC ratio < 0.9 or %DLCO ratio < 0.85. The FVC and %DLCO baseline values are prognostically useful for patients with diffuse parenchymal lung diseases. 5 Moreover, changes in FVC and DLCO greater than 10% and greater than 15%, respectively, are generally considered to be clinically significant. 24 Thus, we introduced these criteria to identify clinically significant pulmonary function impairment.
Among the quantitative 3D-cHRCT parameters at 5-, 10-, 20-, and 30-mm from the chest wall, the %HAA ratio at 20-mm seemed to be a better diagnostic marker for clinically progressive ILD. Typically, lung fibrosis initially shows peripheral and basal predominance, and then with progression of disease, extends deeply into the lung. According to the histopathological classifications, the fibrosis and structural changes associated with UIP appear more frequently in the peripheral lung than abnormalities associated with other ILDs. In this study, only 10 patients were identified with a definite UIP pattern on HRCT, and we could not obtain the histopathological diagnoses of every patient. This might account for the finding that the %HAA ratio at the 20-mm distance from the chest wall was a better diagnostic marker than the %HAA ratio at the 5-, or 10-mm distance. Additionally, we have to consider that the shallow dorsal lung region is generally subject to the effects of gravity and the extent of lung expansion during inspiration. The %HAA measured at a level deeper than 30-mm from the chest wall would not easily be able to evaluate patients with mild lung fibrosis.
We hypothesized that the TA ratio would reflect changes in lung capacity associated with scarring and structural alterations, and the HAA ratio would reflect increased fibrosis or ground glass opacities. Both of these parameters were significantly correlated with visual ILD progression. However, we found that the %HAA ratio, which is derived from TA and HAA, was a better diagnostic parameter for physiologically progressive ILD.
There are several limitations to this study. First, it was a retrospective and single-center study with a small number of patients. Selection bias cannot entirely be dismissed, although the paired studies were randomly selected. Second, the diagnosis of ILD was based on radiological findings, and histopathological diagnosis was not performed for every study patient. Thus, HRCT changes in a variety of interstitial patterns based on histopathological classification were not considered. Actually, the relatively small number of patients with UIP pattern that were included in the study might affect the results. However, 3D-cHRCT might be applicable to various diffuse lung diseases. Third, the duration of follow-up intervals varied considerably, ranging from 31 to 1771 days. Patients with stable ILD often undergo annual follow-up exams, and we obtained initial and follow-up HRCT and PFT results with 1-year intervals. However, patients with progressive ILD undergo follow-up examinations when needed or available. Thus, their follow-up intervals varied widely. Fourth, we created a new threshold of HAA to evaluate the presence of fibrosislike change in the lung, because there is no validated threshold. In this study, we adopted -500 HU as the threshold value of %HAA. However, Lederer et al used the threshold of -600 to -250HU to quantify the parenchymal lung disease on CT images, 25 and Sverzellati et al used 3 thresholds to quantify fibrosis-like changes (-700 to 200HU, -700 to 400HU, and -500 to 200HU) and reported that the range of density -700 to 200HU had the strongest correlation with lung function in their UIP group. 26 We adopted -500HU according to our previous study, 19 but this threshold would be affected by the CT scanner, reconstruction kernel, etc. We need further study to improve the threshold of HAA more appropriate. Fifth, we did not consider the influence of factors other than ILD progression for the PFTs and DLCO, such as increase of emphysema. In this study, there was no significant change of the extent of emphysema, and we expect less influence by the existence of emphysema.
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, 3D-cHRCT imaging performed in parallel with the chest wall offers novel quantitative parameters that are significantly correlated both with visual and physiological progression of ILDs on a follow-up assessment.
